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SPOTLIGHT SHINES ON WINNERS AT MUSIC CHARITY CELEBRATION AWARDS EVENT
Two inspiring older women are among the many winners announced at Plymouth Music Zone’s
annual awards event recognising the achievements of participants as well as some of the most
successful partner organisations it works with. Plymouth Music Zone uses music to help some of the
most vulnerable and marginalised groups throughout the city and has designed these special
awards to celebrate the most outstanding of the hundreds of participants and partner organisations
it works with every year.
The annual Nick Thomas Awards event is a unique evening of dedications, performance and films
and culminated in the announcement of winners of the 3 different awards specially designed by a
local artist. This year’s winner of the 2016 PMZ Nick Thomas Memorial Award for Outstanding
Achievement was 15 year old talented guitarist and pianist, Louis Leach. Louis was a finalist in last
year’s awards and has spent 4 years attending PMZ’s weekly ‘Jam Band’ sessions for young people
and has shown dramatic progress during that time.
Louis’ nomination on the evening was read by PMZ Music Leader, Dave England who said:
“Louis clearly has an outstanding natural musical ability - having mastered his piano playing, in just
six months he has also taught himself to play the guitar to an incredible standard – his Dad Graham
has been playing for years, and he’s happy to admit that Louis is already playing better than him!!”
The Nick Thomas Memorial Award for Outstanding Achievement recognises musical talent as well
as the way in which the nominee uses their music to help others and the work of PMZ. It was first
created in 2007 in memory of a young musician called Nick Thomas who died suddenly from an
undiagnosed heart condition known as ‘SADS’. Nick’s mother, Jenny Thomas, has supported and
fundraised for the award ever since. She was at the event and presented Louis with a handcrafted
trophy and certificate as well as framed certificates to the other finalists, Ferrin and Edith Bailey,
Jasmine Tyson, Jamie Goodwin and members of PMZ’s young people’s forum, TEMPO - Piano for a
Day team.
PMZ's Executive Director Debbie Geraghty who hosted the event said: "Our awards evening is a
highlight in Plymouth Music Zone’s calendar as it shows the real impact of music on so many
people’s lives with incredibly moving stories of courage against all the odds. When our awards
evening first started 9 years ago we only celebrated young people but as time went on we wanted
to recognise inspirational older people too as well as celebrating the very best in our partnership
work with other exceptional people and organisations. All the nominees and winners truly deserve
recognition. We believe it’s vital to celebrate our communities and those who care about others so
deeply."

The second award, The Lynda MacPherson Inspiration Award, was created in memory of a woman
who inspired others by using singing in the last few months of her life to overcome the effects of a
stroke. It recognises inspirational older person who have shown outstanding courage in the face
of adversity through using music to enhance their own life and the lives of others.
This year the award was presented to two inspirational older people, Delcia Taylor and Lorraine
Dunn. PMZ staff believed that both of these talented women had touched the hearts of all those
at PMZ and shared their love of music with so many people around them.
The final award category recognised the importance of partnership work to the charity’s success.
3 winners received a ‘2016 PMZ Perfect Partner Award’ including inspiring individuals from
organisations working with adopted children, older people who have suffered a stroke and children
in schools across Stonehouse, reflecting just some of the charity’s work. The awards celebrated the
winners’ immense dedication, passion and hard work helping PMZ to deliver high quality creative
music making projects that change lives.
The 2016 Perfect Partner Award Winners chosen this year were Josanne Stewart of Millfields Inspired;
Caroline Shepherd from The Stroke Association and Lisa Pitcher of adoption charity Families for
Children. On receiving her award, Lisa Pitcher, Adoption Support Social Worker from Families for
Children said: “It’s very rare to find another organisation that really values and is child-centred in
their approach and is prepared to run with my ideas that sometimes have been a bit crazy! But I
have to say the success of this project has been down to PMZ, who have supported everything I’ve
suggested, and the work has really taken off - I think it will run for years and years to come. I know
on behalf of the adopted children and young people that come down to the project, they really
value all you do, so thank you on behalf of Families for Children.”
ENDS –
For further information and full quality photos please contact PMZ’s Development Manager Jeany
Robinson, on 01752 213692.
Notes to Editors:
For more information on the condition SADS please see www.c-r-y.org.uk
AWARDS:
The PMZ NICK THOMAS MEMORIAL AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT recognises the
outstanding achievement of a young person who has excelled at Plymouth Music Zone by using
music to make a difference to their own and other young people’s lives. The winner needs to be is
someone who embodies the spirit of being passionate about music and using it as the powerful
force that it can be. And it needs to be someone who has had a recognisable impact on PMZ
and the people around them.
THE LYNDA MACPHERSON INSPIRATION AWARD was introduced in 2014 to acknowledge an inspiring
older person that has shown real courage in the face of adversity through using music to enhance
their own lives and to inspire others to do the same.
THE PMZ PERFECT PARTNER AWARDS were introduced in 2013 to recognise inspiring individuals within
PMZ’s partner organisations. The Awards recognise the immense dedication, passion and hard work
they have put in over the years to help make these partnerships possible, and to significantly support
PMZ to deliver high quality and creative music making projects that change lives.
The main PMZ NICK THOMAS MEMORIAL AWARD was commissioned from local sculptor, Amanda
Bluglass, in collaboration with Nick Thomas’s family. The resulting piece is a perpetual award that is
displayed all year round at PMZ. Every year the name of the new winner is added. The winner also
receives an individual trophy to keep.

This year’s winners of PMZ NICK THOMAS MEMORIAL AWARD 2016, the LYNDA MACPHERSON
INSPIRATION AWARD 2016 and the PMZ PERFECT PARTNERS 2016 all received bespoke trophies
especially designed and individually crafted by local mosaic artist, Jane Stevens.
http://www.janestevensmosaics.co.uk
Winner and Finalists of PMZ Nick Thomas Memorial Award for Outstanding Achievement 2016

Left to right: Imogen Prestidge, finalist from TEMPO Piano for a Day team; Louis Leach, winner; Jenny
Thomas (centre); and finalists from TEMPO Piano for a Day team James Gullis and Jasmine Tyson.
Winners of PMZ Perfect Partner Award 2016 (back row)
Winners of The Lynda MacPherson Inspiration Award 2016 (front row)

Back row - (left to right) Lisa Pitcher, Families for Children; Caroline Shepherd, Stroke Association;
Josanne Stewart, Millfields Inspired.
Front row – Winners of Lynda MacPherson Inspiration Award 2016 – (left to right) Delcia Taylor and
Lorraine Dunn.

Further information about Plymouth Music Zone
Plymouth Music Zone's work focuses on using music as a powerful tool to develop skills and the
health and emotional wellbeing of participants. For more information contact Debbie Geraghty,
PMZ’s Executive Director, on 0787 579 9882 or 01752 213690.
http://www.plymouthmusiczone.org.uk
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